
Americans for Prosperity Pours Millions Into Colorado to Support 3 Stealth Open 
Borders RINOs for Congress 

Je@ Hurd (CD 3) – Je@ Crank (CD 5) – Gabe Evans (CD 8) 
 
 

Ever wonder why Republicans say one thing when running for o8ice but do the opposite 
when they get to Washington?  It is because they never intended to keep their campaign 
promises and instead, they will do whatever their major donor(s) want as they are the ones 
who gave them the money to get elected and will give them the money to get re-elected.  
Americans for Prosperity (AFP) will be the biggest donor in three Republican congressional 
primaries (3rd, 5th, and 8th) in Colorado and AFP demands covert open borders pledges.  
While AFP’s candidates in Colorado – Je8 Hurd (CD 3), Je8 Crank (CD 5) and Gabe Evans 
(CD 8) all say they are for closing the southern border they are lying. Like Speaker of the 
House Mike Johnson said when running for the position that the southern border was his 
top priority but instead caved to every Democrat demand and did nothing to close the 
border Hurd, Crank and Evans will do the same.   
 
AFP was founded in 2004 by brothers Charles and David Koch.  They made their enormous 
wealth by expanding and diversifying their father’s oil refining business.  AFP became a 
major political force when they co-opted the spontaneous grassroots Tea Party movement 
pretending AFP shared the same goals.  But they did not.  The Kochs want massive cheap 
labor in the United States and radical open trade with China regardless of the destruction 
of the working and middle class.  That is why some call AFP, Americans for “Koch” 
Prosperity while President Trump calls the organization Americans for “Chinese” Prosperity. 
 
As with so many things, President Donald Trump and the America First movement forced 
AFP’s true agenda out into the open. 
 
Over a year ago, at an event in California, AFP announced its goal was to break Trump and 
Trump supported candidates.  Charles Koch vowed to spend at least $70 million to defeat 
Trump in 2024 and backed decepticon Nikki Haley.  But those ever-pesky Republican voters 
weren’t fooled so AFP dumped Haley and pivoted.  Instead, Koch revealed, AFP would 
spend those millions on getting RINO candidates elected to Congress to they could thwart 
Trump and the America First agenda. 
 
Which brings us to Colorado.  AFP is throwing its money and endorsements to: 
 
Je8 Crank in CD5 

 



                                                                      
 
Gabe Evans in CD8 

 
 
Je8 Hurd in CD3 

 
 
No matter how many slick “immigration reform” mailers they send out – it’s all a lie.  AFP is 
all in for open borders.  In 2019, a Washington Post article proclaimed, “Charles Koch 
wants a more open border.  Immigration is one reason he’s backing away from the GOP.”   
Koch has also pushed for protection for the so-called “Dreamers”, those who claimed they 
were young when they came to the country illegally. 
 
From a New Yorker piece, “Charles Koch has come out in favor of open borders.” 
 
In 2020 Charles Koch told the Wall Street Journal he would be focusing on “building bridges 
across partisan divides to find answers to sprawling social problems”.  Translation – I love 
open borders. 
 
The Colorado Republican Party is asking the kinds of questions designed to expose 
decepticons like Hurd, Crank, and Evans.  In a questionnaire sent out to all Colorado GOP 
candidates they asked, “Do you denounce Americans for Prosperity and the $70M+ they 
raised to defeat President Donald Trump and hardworking Americans who are tired of open 
borders?  Circle one:  Yes or No.” 
 
Oh, the horror for candidates like Gabe Evans – torn between his desire to serve his AFP 
masters and his ongoing attempt to con voters. Evans sanctimoniously said he would not 
answer the questionnaire.  For the record, neither would CD3 RINO candidate Stephen 
Varela, even though AFP is backing his opponent Hurd.  Crickets so far from Crank and 
Hurd.  Just a guess – but they will probably ignore the questionnaire, too. 
 



The Conservative Treehouse explains, “Koch and AFP are part of the network of 
multinationals/Wall Street entities who previously held all the power in the Republican 
apparatus.”  They will lie, cheat, and steal to grab power back and stop the growing 
grassroots America First movement in Colorado and across the country.   
 
 
 
 


